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INTRODUCTION

Geopolitical changes and new technology require a different set of skills to thrive in the
global workplace.
British universities were stunned by the result of the Brexit vote. Universities pride themselves on being welcoming places
of learning. What matters to them is how you can contribute to intellectual debate, collaborative research and academic
rigour, not where you come from. Universities are international by their very nature.
The International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme (IBDP) has been rated best for developing a wide range of qualities
considered vital to success including a global outlook, an open mind, independent inquiry and self-management skills.
In fact, this is the twelfth year that ACS International Schools has commissioned this survey among university admissions
officers and in all this time the IBDP has been consistently rated as the best qualification to thrive at university.
Geopolitical changes in the UK and the US may just be heightening university admissions officers’ awareness that different
school exam systems can have a dramatic difference on outcomes, at both a personal and a public level.
The vast majority of university admissions officers, 80 per cent and above, in both the UK and US, say that different sixth
form or high school exam systems develop different attitudes towards learning and work among students.
As our world changes, globalisation and artificial intelligence will have more of an impact on careers and lifestyles.
More than ever, our youngsters need an education that equips them with the skills they need to thrive at university and
in the global workplace of the future.
There is a qualification that provides this kind of education. According to the results of our survey, conducted among over
half the leading universities in the UK, and several from the US, that qualification is the International Baccalaureate Diploma.
Hazel Kay
Head of Marketing and Admissions
ACS International Schools
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“It’s not just purely academic skills and subject
knowledge – students should be prepared to learn
and work on their own, think and assess critically,
and have basic life skills.”
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THRIVING AT UNIVERSITY
This year’s survey revealed that almost half of admissions officers in the UK feel students
aren’t ready for the step up to higher education.
On the whole, do you think sixth formers are sufficiently prepared for a successful
transition from school to university?

49%
37%

YES

14%

NO

This failure to transition well to university can be of crucial
importance. No one wants their child to be unhappy at university,
and for the students themselves, feeling unsettled and sad in the
first year of university can be a shattering experience.
But why are so many students not prepared for university by the
time they leave school? The results to the following question
show that it is because students are not learning the required
skills at school in either the UK or the US.

“ This comes back to preparation
– students can find the way they
are expected to work and study
at university a shock, if they have
not been used to working on
their own, and have been pushed
by their teachers to complete
assignments.”
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DON’T
KNOW

88

52

UNABLE TO MANAGE
their own time
or workloads

When an undergraduate first
starts at university which, if
any, of the following do you
think impacts on their ability
to thrive at university?

74
POOR SOCIAL SKILLS
or feeling unable to
engage with others

UNABLE TO
carry out
extended
writing

33
49

LOW
numeracy
levels

49

LACK OF EXPERIENCE
in extracting key
points from sources

The main two factors in both the
UK (top infographic) and US (bottom
infographic) are clearly down to
school education – not being taught
the required skills of thinking and
learning independently, and not
being taught how to manage your
own time and workloads.

POOR WORK ETHIC
not being prepared
to put in the hours

52
UNABLE TO
remember facts; a
‘google-it’ mentality

72

36

UNABLE TO
REMEMBER
facts due to
exam cramming

NOT ABLE
to think & learn
independently

LACK OF
common sense
life skills

49

89

70

NOT ABLE TO
see a task to
completion

NOT APPRECIATING
what their course
will involve

UK university admissions officers

65

85

40

UNABLE TO MANAGE
their own time
or workloads

“The realities of study
at university mean
that students have
to be self-starters,
and work and think
on their own. They
don’t have teachers
‘nagging’ at them to
complete work – they
have to take more
responsibility.”

POOR SOCIAL SKILLS
or feeling unable to
engage with others

UNABLE TO
carry out
extended
writing

30

25

POOR WORK ETHIC
not being prepared
to put in the hours

POOR QUALITY
reading skills

30
LACK OF EXPERIENCE
in extracting
key points
from sources

20

UNABLE TO
remember facts; a
‘google-it’ mentality

NOT ABLE
to think & learn
independently

80

80

75

CONCERN
about debts

LACK OF
common sense
life skills

20

NOT ABLE TO
see a task to
completion

30

CULTURAL
BARRIERS

US university admissions officers’ respectively
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SOCIAL MEDIA:
AFFECTING STUDENTS’ ABILITY
TO THRIVE AT UNIVERSITY
One of the top factors impacting students’ ability to thrive at university is ‘poor
social skills or feeling unable to engage with others.’ Some admissions officers
specifically linked this phenomena to the use of social media. Here are a few
comments as illustration:
“Poor social skills or feeling unable to engage with others is definitely something
that is becoming an increasing concern. Students are tending to stay in at their
Halls of Residence, whereas before you couldn’t keep them in on say, a Saturday
night. There has been a drop in use of social facilities.”
“Regarding poor social skills and being unable to engage with others, we are
seeing more referrals for mental health reports. This may be due to lack of
resources with the NHS, but also I think the digital generation is not used to
engaging with others face to face, which they have to do at university.”
“We have carried out an analysis into changing behaviour among students,
and there is definitely a decrease in their attention span and ability to retain
information. This is definitely due to the digital environment and social
media, and is the cause of many of the things mentioned.”
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QUALITIES UNIVERSITIES
LOOK FOR IN STUDENTS
We’ve established that being able to think and work independently is important, as well as having good time management
and social skills. But is this all university admissions officers look for when students submit their applications? What else
should students focus on in their school years, and ensure they describe on their university applications forms?

Regardless of what exam course they study, which of the following qualities do you actively
look for in applications to your university, in addition to any academic qualifications?
GENERAL ACADEMIC SKILLS
Important or very important quality

UK – %

US – %

Evidence of an ability to think and work independently

91

100

An inquiring mind

91

100

Ability to persevere and complete tasks

91

90

Good written English

90

90

Confidence with basic maths

52

90

UK – %

US – %

Evidence of a positive attitude towards study

98

95

Evidence of a passion for their chosen course subject

97

97

Evidence of success through a difficult start or background

53

65

Intercultural awareness

33

75

Evidence of an entrepreneurial attitude

10

15

Important or very important quality

UK – %

US – %

Able to problem solve independently

90

60

Ability to work well in groups

73

80

Personal flair and positivity

40

75

Creativity

37

70

Good presentation skills

31

40

UK – %

US – %

Experience of the workplace

21

35

Having held any positions of responsibility or leadership

15

55

Participation in community or voluntary services

9

55

ATTITUDE OR APPROACH
Important or very important quality

EMPLOYMENT OR BUSINESS SKILLS

OTHER QUALITIES
Important or very important quality

This information from both the US and UK reiterates how important it is that students are taught how to think and learn
for themselves before they start at university. It also highlights that nothing beats a positive attitude towards study and
a genuine passion for your subject.
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SUBJECT FOCUS OR
LIBERAL ARTS APPROACH
In the UK almost three quarters of admissions officer say that students can fail to
thrive due to ‘not appreciating what their course will involve.’ But the equivalent
figure in the US is only 15 per cent.
Degree study in the UK is highly career or subject focused. A course very
often has hard employment targets in sight from the outset, or will focus on
very specific subject areas right from the start.
A subject like English will focus on particular types or periods of literature.
If a student hasn’t completely understood the subject area focus then it can
quickly lead to disappointment or unhappiness.
By contrast, in the US, most courses follow a ‘liberal arts approach’ where a
wide range of subjects are studied in the first year to help a student explore and
discover what interests them, before they then focus on a specific area or career.
Hence, in the States there is less pressure to understand what the course requires
from the start.

CONCERN ABOUT DEBTS
In the US, where degree courses routinely take four years, admissions officers
feel that money worries can play a significant part in how well a student thrives
in their first year at university. Three quarters of US admissions officers, 75 per
cent, compared to just 32 per cent of UK admissions officers say that concern
about debt can have an impact on how well a student thrives at university.
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“I’d say that the IBDP encompasses elements in its curriculum
like the Theory of Knowledge that help prepare students for the
style of study they will need at university. They would need to
have academic rigour, combined with being able to think
critically and creatively.”
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QUALITIES OF DIFFERENT
EXAM SYSTEMS
Exam systems, over and above individual schools and teachers, make a huge difference to
your attitude towards learning and work, according to university admissions officers.
How well do you think A levels and the IB Diploma develop the following qualities in
students at present?
A Levels
UK

The IB Diploma

Develops the skill well or very well
%

%

Encouraging independent inquiry

49

94

Developing in-depth subject expertise

94

56

Developing workplace skills

2

67

Developing ability to cope with pressure

62

66

Nurturing an open mind

24

93

Developing self-management skills

47

91

7

97

Nurturing communication skills

38

44

Encouraging creativity

15

37

Developing intercultural skills

8

70

Instilling a positive approach to risk taking

4

24

Propensity to complete their degree

78

83

Interest to study to MA or PHD level

44

54

Encouraging a global outlook

The IB Diploma stands out above A levels for the breadth and range of skills it develops in students, and for its
appropriateness for the 21st century and the globally, digitally connected future.

Source: 1 http://bigthink.com/big-think-gesf/educating-for-the-21st-century-2
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“The world no longer rewards people for what they
know – Google knows everything – but for what
they can do with what they know. Global education
today needs to be much more about ways of thinking,
involving creativity, critical thinking, problem solving
and decision-making; about ways of working, including
communication and collaboration1.”
Andreas Schleicher, Director for Education and Skills at the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD.)
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AND FINALLY...
Our final question asks for complete clarification about choice of exam system.
Overall, what score would you give these qualifications for how well they prepare students
to thrive at university?
Develops well
%

Develops very well
%

Overall score
%

A Levels

75

15

90

IB Diploma

45

55

100

Develops well
%

Develops very well
%

Overall score
%

IB Diploma

55

45

100

A Levels

65

-

65

UK. Base: all who know the exam system

US

“I will be honest, the IB Diploma is as close to ideal
in terms of academic rigour plus requirement to do
project work, with more rounded life skills. It is all
about getting this balance right.”
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APPENDICES
Methodology
The research was conducted through telephone interviews with 81 university admissions officers in the UK and 20 from
the US from 8th March – 21st April 2017.
The UK sample, defined according to the different tariff scores which British universities accept, is shown in the table
below. In the UK the sample of 81 admissions officers included 46 percent of the ‘highest’ tariff universities, fifty per cent
of the ‘high’ tariff and 54 per cent of the ‘medium’ tariff universities.
In the US the survey included a range of universities by geographical location and type but included four of the
universities in the US News top 20 ranking.
TARIFF BAND OF UK UNIVERSITY
Percent of total
sample

Number in sample

Sample as a percent
of all UK universities
in this group

Number of
universities this
group in the UK

Highest

16

13

46

28

High

22

18

50

36

Medium

26

21

54

39

Lower

16

13

36

36

Specialist & general

20

16

13

128

Total

100

81

267

The survey was carried out on behalf of ACS International Schools and the International Baccalaureate Schools and
Colleges Association (IBSCA) by an independent organisation working to Market Research Society (MRS) standards.
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“ An ideal system has to provide necessary skills in research
and information finding, critical thinking, independent study,
as well as academic skills in their chosen subjects. The IBDP
Extended Essay and Theory of Knowledge are elements in
that qualification that address these areas.”
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“	A qualification needs to have academic
rigour, but we also want to see students who
are as well rounded as possible, who know
to research, and investigate independently
and efficiently. I guess the IB is as close as
any current system comes.”

“There has to be the right combination
of academic depth and skills like critical
assessment, how to study and work
independently without a teacher looking
over your shoulder, and how to research to
produce essays or reports.”
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